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INTRODUCTION 
There are a number of theorems concerning commutative Dedekind 
domains which involve localisation at prime ideals. One important theorem 
[2, Theorem S] states : The Noetherian domain R is a Dedekind domain if 
and only if the local ring R, is a discrete valuation ring for each maximal 
ideal P of R. Michler [7, Theorem 2.141 has proved a noncommutative 
generalisation of this theorem. Michler’s result can be stated as: Let R be a 
Noetherian ring. Then R is a bounded Asano order in a simple Artinian ring 
if and only if R satisfies the conditions 
(i) R, exists for each maximal ideal P of R and is hereditary; 
(ii) R = 0 R, , where P ranges over all maximal ideals of R; 
(iii) essential tertiary one-sided ideals of R are primary and their prime 
ideals are non zero. 
In Section 2 we shall show that such a theorem holds without R being 
bounded and that in this general situation conditions (ii) and (iii) are 
unnecessary. 
In a different direction, Kuzmanovich [6] has shown that a Dedekind prime 
ring R is the intersection of the localisations at maximal ideals and a simple 
over-ring S’ of R. In Section 3 we shall show that this result holds in the 
Asano case. We shall then investigate the structure of the ring T = n RP 
and prove that it is a bounded Asano order. This casts further light on 
Mich!er’s theorem by showing that a Noetherian Asano order R is bounded 
ifandonlyifR = nRP. 
*Some of the results in this paper will form part of the second author’s Ph.D. 
Thesis (Leeds). He is indebted to his supervisor Mr. R. Hati for help and advice and 
to the Science Research Council for the provision of a grant. 
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Throughout this paper we shall use the term ‘local’ to describe a ring R 
whose Jacobson radical J is the unique maximal ideal, and such that the factor 
ring R/J is Artinian. An element of a ring is said to be regular if it is not a 
zero divisor. If 9 is an ideal of R, we denote by %(&I) those eIements of R 
which are regular mod (A). If P is a prime ideal of the prime, Noetherian 
ring R and if R satisfies the Ore condition with respect to the elements of 
V?(P), then V(P) C 9(O) an d we are able to form a partial quotient ring Rp of R. 
The ring RP is a local ring with Jacobson radical PR, . Further, PR, n R = P 
and R C Rp _C Q, where Q is the quotient ring of R. 
For general properties of prime Noetherian rings we refer the reader to 
[4] and [5]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this paper each ring will be assumed to have an identity. R will always 
denote a right and left Noetherian, prime ring and its simple Artinian quotient 
ring will be denoted by 0. We say that R is bounded if each essential one-sided 
ideal of R contains a nonzero two-sided ideal. We call a prime, Noetherian 
ring an Asano order if its fractional two-sided ideaIs form a group under 
multiplication. A prime, Noetherian ring is a Dedekind prime ring if and only 
if it is an Asano order and all its one-sided ideals are projective. A bounded 
Asano order is a Dedekind prime ring [7, Theorem 3.51. We shall always 
assume that R is not a simple ring. 
We need the following two results from [9]. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let R be a prime, Noetherian ring with quotient ring Q. 
Then the following are equivalent. 
(i) R is an Asano order. 
(ii) FOY each noruero ideal T of R, there exists a fractional ideal T’ such 
that TT’ = T’T = R. 
(iii) The fractional ideals of R fmm an Abelian group under multiplication. 
It is easy to see that in an Asano order every nonzero two-sided ideal is a 
product of maximal ideals and, as a consequence, that the nonzero prime 
ideals are all maximal ideals. 
For any right ideal I of R, we define I* = {q E Q 1 qI _C R}. 
LEMMA 1.2. If I is an essential right ideal of R then I is projective ;f and 
only if 1 E II*. 
If the ring R is local, we have the following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 1.3. The following are equivalent for a local, h‘oethevian, 
prime ring R. 
(i) The Jacobson radical ] is invertible. 
(ii) R is hereditary. 
(iii) R is a principal right and left ideal ring. 
If these conditions hold, then R is a bomded Asano order. 
Proof. (iii) implies (i) is easy. (i) implies (ii). 
Let M be a maximal right ideal. Then since R/J is simple Artinian, there 
is a right ideal N of R such that M n N = J and M + N = R. The map 
d : M 0 N --z R defined by 0(m, E) = nz - n has kernel isomorphic to 
M n N = J. Hence we have the exact sequence 0 -+ ] + ll/r @ N -+ R + 0. 
Therefore, M @ N z J @ R. Since J is invertible, by Lemma 1.2, J is 
projective. Thus M is projective. 
,4ssume R is not hereditary. Since every nonessential right ideal is a direct 
summand of an essential right ideal, there will be an essential right ideal K 
which is maximal amongst those right ideals which are not projective. 
If R 2 I,, 2 I1 2 ... >_ K is a strictly descending chain of right ideals, then 
either the chain reaches K at In or is infinite. But K is essential; so there is a 
regular element c EK. Then R CIr* C&* C ... C Rc-l and so, since R is 
Noetherian, I,* = 1z+l for some rz. Using Lemma 1.2 it is then easy to see 
that ITL = 1,$+r . Such a chain must therefore be finite and we can consider 
1,-,/K to be a simple module. Then &-r/K E R/Ml for some maximal 
right ideal Mr . By hypothesis, 1,-r is projective and so, by Schanuel’s lemma: 
I,-, @ Mr s K @ R. From this isomorphism we deduce that K is 
projective. This contradiction establishes the result. 
(ii) implies (iii). By 13, Theorem 4.101, R is bounded; so the result 
follows by [7, Lemma 3.41. 
The proof that R is Asano is also there in [7, Proposition 2.31. [j 
If ,2, B are right R-submodules of 9, and P is an invertible ideal of R, 
then (-4 I-J B)P = AP n BP. Also if c is a regular element of R, then 
(A n B)” = AC r-l Bc. 
Note that, since we assume symmetric conditions, anything proved on the 
right holds also on the left. 
2. In this section we give a characterisation of Asano orders. First 
we need to show that if M is a maximal ideal of an Asano order R then the 
partial quotient ring R, exists. We do this by proving that the Artin-Rees 
property holds and then use a method of Goldie to establish that R has the 
Ore condition with respect to q(M). 
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Lmn~ 2.1 (Chatters-Ginn [ 11). If I is an invertible ideal of a prime, 
Noetherian ring R, then I has the Artin-Rees property. That is, if E is a right 
ideal of R, then there exists a positive integer n such that E r\ I” _C EI. 
Proof. (E n 1j) 1-‘-j _C R for each integerj > 1. Since R is right Noetherian, 
there exists an integer k such that 
Hence (E n 1kfr) F-l _C (E n 1) 1-l + ... + (E n 1”) FL. Therefore, 
EnIk+lC(EnI)Ik+ ...Jr (EnI”)ICEI. [j 
COROLLARY 2.2. n,“In = 0 for all immtible ideals I + R of the pGne 
Noetherian ring R. 
Proof. Let K = fly I”. If K + 0, choose c regular in K. Then for some 
integer 111, CR C CR n In” C cRI = cl. Therefore, CR = cI and I = R. This 
proves the result. 1 1 
The conclusions of 2.1 and 2.2 hold for all ideals of an Asano order. 
Now we are able to observe that the elements of g(P) are, in fact, regular for 
any maximal ideal P of the Asano order R. 
LEMMA 2.3. (a) V(P) = %Y(P”) for all integers n 3 1. 
(b) g(P) _Cg(O), h w eye P is any maximal ideal of the Asano order R. 
Proof. (a) Let CEG?(P). CXE P’, XE R a XE P s- xP-~E R. Now 
cxP-l _C P. Therefore, xP-l C P and x E P”. Thus c E %(P”). Similarly, 
c E U(P”) for any integer n > 1. Now let c E %?(P”) for any n. Suppose cx E P, 
x E R. Then cxPn-1 c P*. Therefore, xPn-l 5 P”. It follows that x E P. 
(b) Suppose c E g(P) and cx = 0 for some x E R. Then x E 0,” P” = 0. I/ 
The proof of the next proposition uses a method of Goldie [5, Theorem 
2.24. We need to apply Small’s theorem [5, Theorem 1.71 to the rings R/P”. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. If P is a maximal ideal of the Asano order A, then R has 
the Ore condition with Tespect to 9?(P). 
We are now able to form the partial quotient ring Rp of the Asano order R. 
This ring contains R and, as remarked in the Introduction, is a local ring with 
Jacobson radical PRp _ The ideal PRp is invertible with inverse 
(PR&l = P-IR, . 
Thus, by Proposition 1.3 the ring Rp is hereditary. 
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In order to obtain the characterisation in the main theorem we need the 
following result: 
LE~IMA 2.5. Let P be a maximal ideal of the prime Noetheriaz ring R and 
assume that RP exists and is hereditary. Then there exists q E Q such that qP Z R 
but qP g P. 
Proof. By proposition 1.3, PRp = aRp for some a E FR, . But in fact, 
since a = cd-i for some c E P and d E g(P), we. can say that PR, = CR, ~ 
Since Z(P) = 0, c must be a regular element of R. Now PC CR, and P is 
finitely generated as a right R-module. Hence 
P=cb,R+cb,Rf..‘fcb,R for some biERp. 
Therefore, P = cd-l(k,R + R,R + ... + k,R) for some d E E(P) and 
k, E R. Hence dcc-lP C R. 
If d@P C P, then dcclPRp C PRp . Now by I .3, PRp is an invertible ideal 
of R, . Therefore, dc-lRp C R, and c-l E d-iR, = RP . But then 
1 = cc-1 E PR,, which is a contradiction. So q = dc-1 is the required element. 
THEOREM 2.6. If R is a plime, Noetheriaz I&.., then R is an Asano order ij 
and only if Rp exists for each maximal ideal P and is hereditary. 
Prooj”. If R is an Asano order then Rp exists and is hereditary for all 
maximal ideals P by Proposition 2.4 and the statements following it. 
To prove the converse, we shall first show that the maximal ideals of R 
are invertible. Let P be anv maximal ideal of R. Then by the previous lemma, 
P*P + P. But P*P is an ideal of R containing P. Since P is maximal, it 
follows that P*P = R. Similarly, if P’ = {q E Q i Pq C R), &en PP’ = R and 
P* = P*R = P*PP’ = RF’ = P’. Therefore, P* is the inverse of P. Now 
assume that R is not an Asano order and pick a nonzero ideal 4 maximal with 
the property that it is not invertible. Then iz C, P for some maximal ideal P. 
Hence A$ C AP-r C PP-1 = R and kPpl is an ideal of R. If AP-l = A, 
then -4 = /fP = a&‘2 = . .. and d _C 0; P” = 0 by Corollary 2.2. Thus 
AP-iz d; so AP-1 is invertible. Hence d = (AP-l)P is also invertible. 
This is a contradiction, and so R is Asano. j\ 
3. In this section we prove a globalisation theorem for ,Asano orders. 
This is z generalisation of Kuzmanovich’s result for Dedekind prime rings and 
also the proof we give is simpler. 
First we need to define Asano’s overring of an Asano order R. We define, 
S’=(~EQ/~BCR for some nonzero ideal R of R). 
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This is easily seen to be a ring containing R, and, in fact, S = u B-l, where B 
ranges over the nonzero ideals of R. It follows that 
S={qEQIBqCR for some nonzero ideal B of R). 
Let I be a right ideal of S. Then, obviously, (In R)S C 1. If x: E 1, then 
XB C I n R for some nonzero ideal B of R. Therefore, since B-l C S, we 
have x E (xB) B-l C (1 n R)S. Hence 1= (1 n R)S. Since R is Noetherian, it 
follows that S is a right Noetherian ring. 
If I is a nonzero, two-sided ideal of S, we have (I n R)-l C S, and so 
1 E (I n R)(I n R)-l C IS = 1. Therefore, I = S, and S is a simple ring. 
Throughout this section, R will denote an Asano order. 
THEOREM 3.1, R = (n Rp) n S, h w ere P ranges over the nuzximal ideals 
ofR. 
PToof. Obviously, R C (n Rp) n S. 
Now choose q E (n RP) n S. Since q E S, qB _C R for some nonzero ideal 
B of R. Choose B maximal with this property. If B = R, then q E R. 
Otherwise, B _C P for some maximal ideal P of R, and then B = B’P, where 
B’ is an ideal strictly bigger than B. Now qB’P C R, so that qB’ _C P-l. Also, 
since q E Rp, qB’C Rp. Thus qB’C Rp n P-l. But R, n P-l = 
P-lP(R, n P-l) _C P-l(PR, n R) = P-IP = R. This implies qB’ C R which 
is a contradiction. Hence B = R and q E R. Ij 
COROLLARY 3.2. If I is a projective essential right ideal of R, then 
I = (n IRp) n IS. 
Proof. Obviously, IL (n IRp) n IS. 
Using 1.2, it is easy to see that I = I**, where I** = {q E Q j I*q C R}. 
NOW I*[(n IRp) n Is] _C ((I I*IRp) n I*IS = (fi RP) n S = R. 
Therefore, (n IRp) n IS C I** = I. /I 
We now switch our attention to the ring T = n Rp . Since this ring 
contains R, it is a prime, Goldie ring with quotient ring Q. We shall show 
that it is a bounded Asano order in Q, and hence that it is a Dedekind prime 
ring. We need the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.3. (a) If Pl , . . . , P, aye distimt maximal ideals of R, then 
P;” + ... + Pi1 = (PI ... P,)-’ 
(b) If A, B are ideals of R such that A + B = R, then k1 n B-l = R. 
Proof. (a) (PC” + ... + Pil)(Pl ... P,) = 
(PZ -.. P,) + ... + (PI ... P,,P,, ... P,) + ... + (PI ... P,.J. 
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Now the right side of the equation is an ideal of R which is not contained in 
any maximal ideal of R and so must be R itself. Hence 
(PF’ + ... + P,‘) = (PI *.. PJ’. 
(b) (4-l n P1)(A + B) C R. But A + B = R, SO d-l n B-l 2 RI 
Thus il-l n B-l = R. Ij 
LEIMMA 3.4. If c is n regular elenzent of R then c E U(P) for all but a jinite 
number of maximal ideals P of R. 
Proof. Since R is a Noetherian ring, we have C [(P;‘c) n R] = 
2: [(P;‘c) n R], where the left side summation ranges over all maximal 
ideals of R. Thus for any maximal ideal P of R, 
(P-‘c) n R C i [(PC%) n R] C 2 (I?;%) C 
1 1 
Hence P-4 n R C (PI ... P&4 by the previous lemma. Thus 
P-4 n R C (PI .-. P&4 n P-4 = [(PI ... Pp n P-l]c. 
If P + Pj for anyj, 1 < j < K; then (Pi ... P&l n P-l = R by part (b) of the 
previous lemma. Hence in this case, P-4 n A C Rc and thus Rc n PC PC. 
So if NC E P for some x E R, then we have xc E PC and, therefore, 2~’ E P. 
Hence c E S?(P). / / 
THEOREM 3.5. T = n RP is a bounded Asano order in Q. 
Proof. We shall prove this in three parts: (a) T is bounded; (b) T is 
Noetherian; (c) nonzero ideals of Tare invertible. 
(a) As we remarked earlier, T is an order in 0. Let X be an essential right 
ideal of T and suppose x is a regular element of T in X. Then x = ac-i, 
where a, c E R and a, c E V(0). Therefore, a = .W E X, and so each essential 
right ideal of T contains a regular element of A. Now X 2 aT = u(n RP) = 
n aR, since a is regular. For all but a finite number of maximal ideals P, 
we shall have aRp = Rp by the previous lemma. Suppose the remaining 
maximal ideals of R are PI ,..., P, . Then in each of these cases (since RF. is a 
bounded ring by 1.3), aRpi contains a nonzero ideal of Rpi . Denote this ideal 
by A(P,). Then XI n aRp 2 A(P,) n ... n A(Pn) n T. But 
A(P,) n ..- n A(P,) n T 
is a nonzero ideal of T, and so T is a bounded ring. 
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(b) Let X be as above. Suppose x E X. Then x E & for all P, and so 
there exists ci E %(PJ such that .z^ci E X n R. Thus C .w,T _C (X n R)T, 
where Q: ranges over an indexing set of the maximal ideals of R. Now each 
c,T contains an ideal of R which is not contained in P, . This is so by an 
argument similar to that in part (a) noting that c,Rp = Rp . The sum of 
these ideals is R and thus contains 1. ThereFore, X~E 2 xc,T and 
X _C (X n R)T. This means X = (X n R)T and so T is right Noetherian. 
(c) Let I be an ideal of T. Then I = (In R)T. Therefore, since 
(1 n R)-l(I n R)T = RT = T and similarly on the right, I is an invertible 
ideal of T. 1 / 
Remark. Consider the case when R is a bounded Asano order. Choose 
q E Q. Then q = ac-l for some a, c E R, c E %9(O) and so qcR _C R. But B C CR 
for some nonzero ideal B of R. Therefore, qB _C R and q C S. Hence Q = S 
and by Theorem 3.1, R = n Rp . Thus, by Theorem 3.5, we can say that an 
Asano order R is bounded if and only if R = n Rp . 
4. Kuzmanovich [6] has shown that if the Asano order R is hereditary 
then the simple overring S is also hereditary. However, the fact that S is 
hereditary is not sufficient to ensure that R is hereditary. We illustrate this 
using the following example suggested by Robson. 
If F is a field of characteristic zero, the ring B = F[x, y] with xy - 3’~ = 1 
is known to be a simple hereditary domain [8]. Let Q be its quotient ring. 
If we adjoin an indeterminate x which commutes with the elements of A, 
then the ring R = a[~] is an Asano order [lo]. In this case the ring T = Q[z] 
and the ring S = F(z)[.Y, y]. The ring S is hereditary for the same reasons 
that A is hereditary. 
If we choose a nonunit a E A, then the right ideal I = a,!l[z] + zA[z] is a 
proper right ideal of &l[z]. But IT = T (since a-l E T) and IS = S (since 
z-l E S). Therefore, 1# IS n IT. Thus I is not projective (by Corollary 3.2), 
and so R is not hereditary. 
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